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Code: MUSB-4/1

USB MOUSE EXTENSION OVER UTP MUSB-4/1
Net: 146.80 EUR  Gross: 146.80 EUR

The  MUSB-4/1  set  includes  transmitter  and  receiver,  which  allow  to
control the four DVRs and/or PCs using one mouse, for distance up to 800
m. Advanced algorithm enables transmission over one pair of wires of the
UTP cable.
The switching among particular outputs is done by keys and mouse wheel
combination. Confirmation of the selected device is indicated by buzzer
built-in to the transmitter. The basic version of set supports 4 devices, but
after connection an extra receiver it can support till 8 devices.
An example of using. 1. Press the mouse wheel. 2. While mouse wheel is
pressed,  click  the  required  number  of  times  the  left  mouse  button.
3.Release the mouse wheel - the number of press the button means the
device number - the buzzer confirms the number of selected device with
the respective number of audio signals.
This device is perfect to control the DVRs over the long distances with full
functionality and operation convenience guaranteed. The unique functions
of the MUSB-4/1 are the perfect solution to use this device in extended
CCTV systems and to control many computers or servers.

SPECIFICATION

Transmission range: 800 m

USB standard: 1.1 

Communication: RS-485 (one pair of UTP is using)

Number of supported devices: 4 (after connection an extra receiver: 8)

Operation state indication: Buzzer

Weight: 0.09 kg

Dimensions: 90  x 70  x 36 mm

Guarantee: 2 years

PRESENTATION

Transmitter and receiver connectors: 

Example of device using: 
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In the kit: 

PACKAGE

Dimensions (L x W x H): 0x0x0 mm Gross Weight: 0 kg
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